THE NOVICE'S GUIDE TO...

ZYMURGY

OHHH, I FEEL SO GERMAN!

WE CAN'T AFFORD TO GIVE WHAT LITTLE MONEY WE HAVE TO THOSE BIG BEER COMPANIES!

THAT MEANS MAKIN' BEER MAAAAANAAN!

AND WE CAN USE THESE EMPTIES!

MINISTRY

GOMEZ ADAMS

FIGHT THE POWER!

FREEDOM AT ANY PRICE!

MAKE BEER, DO IT!

Adolf's

in the morgue, after the booze or the pot turns them into wouldn't-A.J. Foys.

Have you ever been in an emergency ward when they
So Why Make Your Own Brew?

Q: Is it politically correct?
A: Who cares? At only 32¢ per 12 oz., this beer is as cheap as Pils but tastes like the finest imports!

Q: Is this some kind of C.I.A. conspiracy?
A: Au contraire, by making your own brew, you avoid the major beer manufacturers who support fascist fundamentalists and the P.M.R.C.!

Q: Yeah, but will it get me high?
A: You bet! With 1½-2 times the alcohol of store bought beer, this baby kicks like a mule!

So let's do it!

Here's what you'll need

First, you'll need to sanitize the fermentor with a mix of ¼ cup of bleach and one gallon of water. Rinse thoroughly.

List of ingredients and supplies...

1 fermentor, fermentation lock
8 lbs. of malt extract
1 ounce of hops
1 packet of ale yeast
Bleach
18 empty bottles
18 bottle caps
1 bottle capper
A kitchen
Lots of alcoholic, psychos friends!
RINSE FERMENTOR WITH FRESHWATER. FILL FERMENTOR WITH 3 TO 5 GALLONS OF WATER.

GET A BIG POT. BOIL 3/4 OF A GALLON OF WATER. STIR IN 8 POUNDS OF MALT EXTRACT. TO MAKE MALT EXTRACT POUR EASIER EMERGE MALT CANS IN WARM WATER. BOIL THIS MIX FOR 5 MINUTES. STIR.

TOSS IN ONE OUNCE (~FIVE HEAPING TABLESPOONS) OF HOPS. BOIL FIVE MORE MINUTES. STIR.

POUR THIS FUNKY MIX INTO THE FERMENTOR. PUT ONE INCH OF WATER INTO THE FERMENTATION LOCK. PUT THE LOCK INTO THE LID OF THE FERMENTOR.

POUR ONE PACKET OF ALE YEAST INTO THE FERMENTOR. STIR, STIR, STIR.

SCREW ON THE FERMENTOR LID. PLACE THE FERMENTOR IN A WARM PLACE. BUBBLES SHOULD APPEAR IN THE LOCK. AFTER ABOUT 2 WEEKS THE MIX WILL STOP BUBBLING. NOW IT IS TIME FOR BOTTLING. USE THE FERMENTOR SPIGOT TO FILL THE BOTTLES.

USE THE BOTTLE CAPPER TO CAP THE BOTTLES. WAIT TWO WEEKS AND...
It all started so innocently...

Remember, when you pour this brew, tilt your glass so it won't foam up and make a mess.

I love my Josh and I love my beer.

Back off, I have a gun!

There's still a cold case and a half left. Come on, get 'em!

Gutes Bier!

Last time we had a party, I smoked pot for the first time!!

Mabey this time you'll get to touch a woman for the first time!
AFTER A WHILE THE SHIT KICKS IN...

Josh loses it.

Life is braaap!

Slam!

BAMMM!

Hear the drummer get wicked!

4 JULY

Jodi defrosts!

I'll show you my estate, my cars...

I'll lick it, but I won't put it in my mouth!

An unexpected guest...

Evil beer!

Good beer!

So make beer, do it!

Experiment!

Invite me to your beer parties!

Invite these guys!

It's cheap, it's fun, do it!

DID WE HEAR "BEER"?!!

Dead fluffy dog!

Life - it's ugly!